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nLIGHT uses OpticStudio™ to create a
robust, leading-edge multi-kilowatt laser
that enriches how devices display images
A unique high-power laser system pushes the envelope on precision and
power—and a leading smartphone manufacturer will use it to bring us
unprecedented screen resolution and video experience.

N

LIGHT is a vertically-integrated supplier of high-performance
lasers that enable innovation in a wide range of technology,
defense, and medical applications. nLIGHT develops and
manufactures direct diode and fiber lasers based on industry-leading
semiconductor laser and optical fiber technology, and often uses
Zemax Opticstudio™ software to create breakthroughs in design and
development.
Recently, nLIGHT used OpticStudio to work on an important and complex
project that could change the quality of the displays we interact with every
day. The specifications requested by their customer challenged the limits
of laser technology, but nLIGHT—always dedicated to advancement—
rose to the challenge.
Using our software, nLIGHT engineers—over the course of a year!—were
able to develop a precision multi-kilowatt laser system that will be used to
bring about a new generation of smartphone screen/display resolution.
This will enable people to have a better experience with the phones and
tablets they use every day, especially with photos and video.
We caught up with Principal Engineer Scott Karlsen, the technical lead
on this project, to talk about the fascinating potentials of lasers and how
they work; what made this project special; and how OpticStudio by Zemax
made it possible to create the next generation of display resolution.

ZEMAX: How did this project differ from your main laser products? What made it special?

nLIGHT: Our core technology is semiconductor diode lasers—semiconductor chips that emit
light instead of electrons. Our core products are diode lasers and fiber lasers, both of which
are based on these semiconductor diode lasers.
The most common use for diode lasers is in cd and dvd players. There are millions of those
around, and they’re at a milliwatt level of power. Our diode lasers are much higher power, up
to 15 watts per laser chip. We then combine many laser chips into packages that produce from
tens of watts to many kilowatts.
Most applications require some form of optical system to deliver and manipulate the light
from the laser source to the application work surface. Many optical delivery systems are
relatively straightforward, and in those cases our customers can take care of the optical design
themselves. Occasionally, very complex optical design is required that goes beyond the
expertise of most customers, and that is when I get involved.
ZEMAX: What kind of products use high-power laser diodes?

nLIGHT: They’re usually used for pumping energy into other kinds of lasers, like fiber lasers
or solid state lasers based on a crystal. These lasers have higher beam quality that can be
focused to smaller spots and stay collimated—that is, the same beam size for longer distances.
They are used for processing materials, like marking or cutting metal. They also get used in
surgical equipment, industrial processes,
engraving logos and letters onto parts. A
laser with good beam quality allows high
precision.
ZEMAX: But this project was not
related to that?

nLIGHT: Right. In this case, our
customer is a display manufacturer.
They make TV screens, as well as cell
phone and tablet displays. And they’re
constantly researching ways to make
higher resolution displays. I can’t say the
name of the customer for confidentiality
reasons—but it’s a big company; people
would recognize the name.
The company had an idea for a way
to create higher resolution displays.
It involved using a high-power line of
light—that’s the part we provide—to
deliver the energy for a thermal process.
The cylinder lens imaging module (shown partially assembled) is
used to image the homogenizer onto the work surface.
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“Think about a 100-watt light bulb and how hot it would
feel if it had been on for a while and you grabbed it. Imagine
putting that heat into something the size of a human hair.
That’s the perfect analogy for what we’re doing here—putting
7,000 watts of power into an ultra-narrow line of light.”

A laser can provide enough energy to create a thermal reaction, but you need lots of power. They
needed this power over a wide area, as the line of light has to be larger than the size of the screen
they’re processing.
To accomplish their application, the customer required a line longer than 200mm and narrower
than 200 microns with greater than 7,000 watts of power to achieve the optical density on the
work surface. In addition, the line of light had to have ultra-high uniformity.
I like to tell people to think about a 100-watt light bulb and how hot it would feel if it had been on
for a while and you grabbed it. Now imagine you put that heat into something the size of a human
hair. That’s the perfect analogy for what we’re doing here. We’re putting 7,000 watts of power into
an ultra-narrow line of light.
That’s why lasers are so ideal for high-precision processing. They can channel a lot of energy
into an extremely small spot or area, and it can get hot enough to melt metal—like 2,000 degrees
Fahrenheit.
ZEMAX: And you were able to get 7,000 watts of power into a such a long, narrow line of
light with ultra-high uniformity?

nLIGHT: Although it was an extremely challenging project, yes—we were able to do it. Our
approach was to combine 72 of our 100-watt diode laser modules into a single beam of light
shaped into a line with an initial optical module. Then we used a second optical module to
homogenize the light to achieve the ultra-high uniformity. Finally, we used a third optical module
to image the homogenized line beam onto the work surface.
And designing imaging systems is a key sweet spot for OpticStudio. The sequential ray tracing
feature is key for this. People have been using ray tracing software—Zemax’s in particular—for
a long time to design really good imaging systems. OpticStudio’s ray tracing functionality is
leading-edge.
Our imaging system was unusual in that it was made out of all cylinder lenses because of this
high aspect ratio line—very long by very narrow. There are subtleties involved in designing with
cylinder lenses that don’t appear with systems that use spherical lenses.
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The stray light analysis from OpticStudio was used to
provide the heat source data for a thermal stability analysis.

ZEMAX: So did you use OpticStudio to
design lenses too?

nLIGHT: Yes, for the imaging part of the
system, we made a couple of different lens
assemblies. Very high-tolerance lens design
of individual lens components was critical for
us in making sure this whole project met all
specs the first time around.
The next challenging part was that it had
to be extremely mechanically stable. We
needed to process extremely small pixels
on a screen, so this laser needed to operate
not only at very high power, but also with
incredible mechanical stability. It couldn’t move more than 10 micrometers. For reference here, a
human hair is 50 to 100 micrometers.
ZEMAX: So, basically almost no movement.

nLIGHT: Right. The software played a big role in that too: to control that movement, you have
to control the heat and the stray light. We had 7,000 watts going through this system, and every
optical surface, every lens reflects a little bit of light. That lights goes somewhere and heats up
some mechanical part. When something heats up it thermally expands, and thermal expansion
leads to movement.
Again, OpticStudio has non-sequential ray tracing capability. We took advantage of that and did a
stray light analysis of the entire system, including all mechanical and optical parts, assessing how
much reflection each surface would produce. With this modeling, we figured out what parts would
get warm, and that enabled us to take steps to control that heat—adding water-cooling or aircooling capability. Some parts we plated with gold—gold reflects light and stops it from absorbing.
We also used the non-sequential capability in designing the homogenizing system. It worked really
well. Once we combined the 72 beams, those were launched into what’s called a light pipe—that’s
the kind of homogenizer we chose to use. A lightpipe is a glass rod. Or in our case, really, a flat
glass plate, where the light is bouncing back and forth between the parallel sides of the plate. If we
make the plate long enough and get enough bounces, what comes out the end has to have constant
intensity—this is a way of smoothing out the variation in power across the beam.
ZEMAX: How many of these systems were there? Did you build a series of these in order to get
it right? Or just one?

nLIGHT: We built a prototype first, but it was a situation where the customer had a very hard
deadline, only one design cycle to make it work. Therefore, we had to carefully model everything:
optical design with potential optical manufacturing tolerances and stray light analysis, as well as the
full mechanical design with thermal analysis.
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“We were working with multi-kilowatt laser
beams that are powerful enough to cut metal—
yet we couldn’t see them.”

ZEMAX: So what exactly did you end up delivering? How can we picture this?

nLIGHT: The end product we delivered to the customer was called a laser line generator. It consisted
of an optical head for converting the 72 individual lasers into a single laser line, and an electronics
control rack. The optical head was about four feet long, two feet wide and two feet high. The control
rack is about the size of a refrigerator, and it houses 72 100-watt laser modules, a cooling system,
power supplies, and control electronics.
ZEMAX: What kind of environment do you have to be in
to play with lasers that intense?

nLIGHT: This laser was built in a Class 1000 clean room—
which is what most of our facility is. Because of the high
power output, you want to keep all the surfaces as clean as
possible—no dust. Dust can cause burns that will damage
the lenses.
Also, our lasers operate at a wavelength that is invisible to
the eye. We were working with multi-kilowatt laser beams
that are powerful enough to cut metal, so they represent a
very serious safety hazard—yet we couldn’t see them. Just
the stray light from one of these beams is enough to blind
a person if they looked at an object that was being hit by
the beam, such as the power meter.
There are standard safety practices that enable safe
operation of high-power lasers, including the use of special
laser safety goggles that block any laser light from getting in our eyes. We use cameras similar to a
night vision system to see where the beam is going. We also use precautions like guards that prevent
people from putting their hands in the beam.
ZEMAX: How long did it take you to build this laser?

nLIGHT: With a project like this, you’re looking at nine to 12 months. The design work is very
intensive and can take up to three or four months on these kinds of very complex systems. In the
procurement cycle, procuring large custom lenses always requires a long lead-time, and they can
take up to three to four months for fabrication. Then we need a couple of months to put the system
together and debug it.
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ZEMAX: How will this line generator get used? Will it be used to prototype something before
manufacturing, or used on every screen that gets made?

nLIGHT: Yes, it will get used on every screen. Most likely each screen would be scanned underneath
the laser during manufacturing. The laser would provide this thermal effect of heating something up
to a well-controlled temperature, for a specific amount of time. This heating process was critical to
their process of making a higher resolution screen.

ZEMAX: Are they using it already? What kind of resolution improvements are we looking at as a
result of this new laser system?

nLIGHT: The feedback was that it worked great for them. Our line generator enabled a highresolution process that allowed production of resolutions up to 1000ppi. For comparison, the iPhone 6
has a resolution of 326ppi, and the Galaxy S6 Edge has a resolution of 557ppi.

SOFTWARE SPOTLIGHT

POWERFUL TOLERANCING REDUCES ERRORS

O

ne feature that really helped us in the design of this laser was OpticStudio’s tolerancing feature. Each
lens has a radius and thickness, and other parameters. Tolerancing lets you apply a deviation from
the designed value, and you can apply the deviations to the each parameter individually, or to all of them
simultaneously.
This gives us a statistical understanding of how the system will behave, and also develops an understanding
of which parameters and lenses are most sensitive. Then we know we have to pay more attention to that
lens in controlling its thickness or curvature, and its position in the beam in all six degrees of freedom.
Tolerancing allows us to know what margin of error we have before the design stops meeting a
specification—and it helps us identify which parts would be beneficial to be able to adjust. Sometimes being
able to adjust one part can make the margin of error for another part a lot looser. This gives us a lot of
information that can help us not only make everything work better, but reduce the cost of the system. We
know where we have to be most precise and where we can relax the specs a little more. And we end up with
less error from the get-go.
– Scott Karlsen, nLIGHT Senior Engineer
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The optical head for homogenizing and
beam shaping of a 7 kW laser line beam.

ZEMAX: What’s the functional difference
between 500ppi and 1000ppi?

nLIGHT: This is a really interesting thing. There’s
a controversy brewing about the limits of human
vision. Does it make sense to have pixels smaller
than that limit? You would think not, but as
display manufacturers have improved resolution
and gotten beyond where people thought that
limit was, they find there’s still a better user
experience, even if we get beyond where we
thought that human vision limit was.
This implies that earlier information we had on human visual acuity is probably not totally accurate,
or didn’t take into account subtle effects related to how the brain detects motion really well,
especially with things like line steadiness.
With moving pictures, the eye is very sensitive to discriminating movement, especially movement
of an edge along a row of pixels. For video and games especially, it seems that the human eye and
brain are still better at picking up subtle small effects than we may fully understand.
That means there is still room for improvement in visual experience, and that’s what this company
was aspiring to do in their ongoing quest for innovation. And it was pretty exciting to be able to
build a laser powerful enough to help them do it. n

ABOUT nLIGHT
nLIGHT is headquartered in Vancouver, Washington, with additional sites in North America,
Europe, and Asia. nLIGHT is committed to delivering breakthrough solutions that help
customers innovate and grow.
www.nlight.com
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UPCOMING TRAINING
OpticStudio 101: Optical System Design
Duration: 5 days, 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Location: San Francisco Area
Date: February 22 - February 26, 2016

OpticStudio 102: Lighting and Illumination
Duration: 3 days, 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Location: San Francisco Area
Date: April 13 - April 15, 2016

OpticStudio 101: Optical System Design
Duration: 5 days, 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Location: Boston Area
Date: March 21 - March 25, 2016

OpticStudio 100 – Fundamentals of Optics New!
Duration: 2 days, 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Location: Kirkland, WA
Date: April 21 - April 22, 2016

OpticStudio 103: Tolerancing
Duration: 2 days, 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Location: San Francisco Area
Date: April 11 - April 12, 2016

OpticStudio 101: Optical System Design
Duration: 5 days, 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Location: Kirkland, WA
Date: May 16 - May 20, 2016

SEE ALL CLASSES AT:
http://www.zemax.com/support/training/training-dates/events-calendar-(1)
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Reporting how Zemax software is being
used at the cutting edge of research
and development, to create powerful,
groundbreaking solutions in science,
medicine, and engineering that can change
our lives and our world.

Zemax delivers design software, training, and
support services that set the highest standards for
the optical and illumination industries. For nearly
25 years, we’ve been developing and supporting
cutting-edge design and simulation software
that allows scientists, engineers, researchers and
students to turn their optical and illumination
systems ideas into reality.
Rock-solid physics architecture, a culture of
excellence and innovation, and responsiveness to
customers are the conernstones of our industry
leadership and unmatched value. With offices in
Kirkland, WA USA; Stanstead, UK; and Shanghai,
Peoples Republic of China, Zemax serves the
largest, most passionate user-base in the industry.
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